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ABSTRACT

An approach method to evaluate the topography of narrow surface plate has been proposed. In some cases, the calibration of narrow surface plate would be very difficult to carry out when using the electronic level, the autocollimator, or the laser interferometer. Therefore, the mechanical probe and universal measuring machine can be used as an alternative standard since they can substitute the function of measurements that was performed by the third measuring instruments. In this research, the narrow surface plate is represented by rectangular granite blocks of 600 mm x 90 mm in dimension, while the measuring standard is a mechanical probe of 0.01 μm in resolution and a universal measuring machine. The readings from the mechanical probe and universal measuring machine were analyzed by numerical methods to obtain information about the topography of the surface. As per the result, this proposed method can be applied to evaluate the topography of narrow surface plate, but this method still requires to be compared with the other method to validate the measurement procedure.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Measurement is the process to determine the value of a quantity. Measurement does not only involve the measuring object as unit under test and measuring equipment as reference standard, but also the other equipment as a supporter unit. One of them is surface plate. Surface plate is often used as the datum plane for performing dimensional, length, and angle measurements in the quality assurance and calibration laboratory.[1] According to its size of plate, surface plate can be classified into two (2) types, i.e. narrow surface plate and large surface plate. According to the document standard JIS B 7513, the union jack and rectangular grid are two types of measurement grids commonly used to calibrate surface plate. Both type of measurement grids can be applied to measure flatness of surface plate using electronic level, autocollimator, or laser interferometer.[1–2] Those calibration methods are more suitable for large surface plate and it would be very difficult to carry out in the calibration of narrow surface plate, due to the limited width of this surface plate. Coordinate
Measuring Machines (CMM) have been used to generate measurement points for the surface.\cite{2-4} The CMM has a function as close as the combination between universal measuring machine and mechanical probe. It means that if effective area of unit under test is limited, the mechanical probe and universal measuring machine can be used as an alternative standard. The mechanical probe and the universal measuring machine do not only substitute the function of measurements performed by the electronic level, the autocollimator, or the laser interferometer, but they also function as close as the CMM to generate measurement points. In addition, the mechanical probe and the universal measuring machine should use rectangular grid and manually analyzed by numerical methods to obtain information about the topography of the surface.

This paper discussed about flatness measurement of narrow surface plate and its uncertainty analysis. This measurement technique uses a universal measuring machine and a mechanical probe (i.e. lever type) as measuring standard. Meanwhile, a rectangular granite block with dimension of 600 mm x 90 mm is used as unit under test. The readings from the mechanical probe and universal measuring machine were analyzed by numerical methods to obtain the information about the topography of the surface. The flatness can be determined afterwards. In order to check the effect of operator calibrations quality, statistical test is conducted.

The purpose of this research is to provide an alternative solution to determine flatness. The result of this experiment is a preliminary study to evaluate the topography of narrow surface plate.

2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

2.1 Surface Plate

A surface plate is solid, it has a flat plate used as the main horizontal reference plane for performing calibration, precision inspection, and tooling setup.\cite{5} Surface plate is often used as the datum plane for most measurement in the quality assurance and calibration laboratory, also in shop inspection station. According to the size of plate, surface plate can be classified into two types, i.e. narrow surface plate and large surface plate. Meanwhile, in order to calibrate surface plate, the union jack and rectangular grid are two types of measurement grids commonly used.

2.2 Introduction of Flatness Measurement

Flatness measurement is closely related to the straightness measurement.\cite{5} Straightness is visualized by lines, while the flatness is visualized by planes. The quality of surface flatness is measured by “the maximum allowable separation of two parallel ideal planes which entirely enclose the surface”.\cite{6} The illustration of surface flatness is shown in Figure 1.

2.3 Fundamental of Flatness Evaluation

Surface flatness evaluation is performed by evaluating the straightness at every lines, i.e. all longitudinal and transversal lines. Fundamental knowledge of straightness evaluation is the basis to evaluate surface flatness.\cite{5} The straightness quality is measured by “the maximum allowable separation of two parallel ideal lines which entirely enclose the line”. Illustration of the straightness quality is shown in Figure 2.

![Figure 1. Illustration of Surface Flatness, i.e. 5 μm.](image1)

![Figure 2. Example of Straightness Quality of a Line, i.e. 0,47 cm.](image2)
In order to obtain the optimal deviation value at each point to the reference line ($\delta_i'$), it should be analyzed with these two steps. They are as follows.

**a. Calculate the value of initial deviation at each point ($\delta_i$)**

This value can be obtained by applied least square fit method to reduce the height reading.$^{[6-7]}$ The height reading is shown by display of mechanical probe. Mathematically it is formulated by:

$$\delta_i = h_i - Y_{slope}$$

$$\delta_i = h_i - (mX + b) \quad \text{.......................... (1)}$$

with :

- $\delta_i$ is the value of initial deviation at each points
- $h_i$ is the value of height reading at each points
- $Y_{slope}$ is the value of the bias due to slope.
- $X$ is the position of mechanical probe along the axis travel
- $m$ is slope
- $b$ is intercept

**b. Applied Normalization**

Normalization can be done by “tilt” the end of line at x-axis or y-axis as a pivot. Mathematically it is formulated by:

$$c_i = \frac{i}{n} c_{\text{max}} \quad \text{........................................ (2)}$$

So the optimal deviation value at each point to the reference line ($\delta_i'$) can be obtained by:

$$\delta_i' = \delta_i - c_i \quad \text{........................................ (3)}$$

with :

- $\delta_i'$ is the optimal deviation value at each point to the reference line (after correction)
- $\delta_i$ is the value of initial deviation at each point (before correction)
- $c_i$ is correction factor
- $n$ is number of points
- $i$ is stage points
- $c_{\text{max}}$ is the correction value at the furthest point

### 2.4 Measurement Instrument of Surface Flatness

Electronic level, autocollimator, and laser interferometer are common types of measuring instruments that can be used to measure surface flatness. In terms of practicality, electronic level is the most practice than laser interferometer and autocollimator.$^{[1,5]}$ The electronic level shows slope as a function of gradient, not as an angle unit although the unit of gradient can be converted into angle unit. In order to determine the height ($h_i$), level indication ($G_i$) is multiplied by base length of the electronic level ($L_i$).$^{[5-7]}$ The general objective of those series process is to determine the absolute height at each point of surface so its topography can be evaluated and created in the 3D image.

The other measurement instrument of surface flatness is Coordinate Measuring Machines (CMM). It can be used to generate measurement points for the surface. The universal measuring machine and the mechanical probe have a function as close as CMM to generate measurement points, but they should use rectangular grid and manually analyzed by numerical methods to obtain information about the topography of the surface.

### 2.5 Numerical Analysis

Measurement technique is closely related to the curve and the calculation. Some curves and calculations are not easy to understand, they required a further approach to obtain the true value. The numerical method is a method that uses analytical approach to obtain the true value. There are several kinds of numerical methods which are often used, i.e. least square fit, integration, interpolation, etc.

In order to evaluate some cases in dimensional measurement field, the numerical method can be applied.$^{[8]}$ The main consideration to use one kind of the numerical method is based on easy of graphics and engineering calculations. In this case, an algorithm that repeats the calculation process to obtain true value approximation is required. This concept is known as the iteration approach.
3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
3.1 Experimental Scheme

This research was performed on length metrology laboratory with room temperature (19.8 ± 0.5)°C and relative humidity (55 ± 3)%. The type of data in this research is quantitative, derived from reading of the universal measuring machine and mechanical probe. The measurement was performed using two operator calibrations with five number of samples per person (df = 8). The experimental scheme of this research is shown in Figure 3 in which each equipment was represented by symbol as follows.

A = rectangular granite block
B = mechanical probe
C = display of mechanical probe
D = display of universal measuring machine
E = universal measuring machine

This research conducted a universal measuring machine and a mechanical probe (i.e. lever type) as measuring standard. Meanwhile, a rectangular granite block with dimension of 600 mm x 90 mm was used as unit under test. This proposed method applied a mechanical probe with 0.01 µm resolution. This probe is made by different manufacturer with universal measuring machine. The pattern in this research is illustrated in Figure 4.

The points in Figure 4 represent the entire surface of the unit under test. The value of height \(h\) at the points were obtained from the reading of the mechanical probe, while the universal measuring machine has function for positioning the points only.

4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Measurement Result

Figure 6 and Figure 7 were measurement results of narrow surface plate that were plotted by IGOR Pro software.

Figure 6 and Figure 7 had few optimal deviation value (z-axis) at each points to the reference line of surface plate. Both measurement results were performed by two operator calibrations (A and B). Measurement surface flatness of 21 µm was obtained by operator calibration A, while the operator calibration B was 4 µm. According to ISO 8512-2, flatness over all of narrow surface plate grade 3 with dimension of 630 mm x 400 mm is 39 µm. If assumed that rectangular granite blocks in this
research is within specification of those narrow surface plate, it means that both measurement results from operator calibration A and B are within range of these document standard.

In order to view over all surface, both measurement results were also plotted in Figure 8 and Figure 9.

Figure 8 and Figure 9 showed that topography from both of surface measurements were different. It means that there were discrepancy value of surface flatness due to “inconsistency” measurement result, however they were within range of ISO 8512-2 specification. It had possibility come from human factor because the other factors such as material, machine, method, and environment gave a less effect.

In order to statistically check the effect of operator calibration quality to the measurement result, it can be approached by hypothesis testing (t-test). The purpose of hypothesis testing (t-test) is to check the claim based on small samples and statistic test. The result of hypothesis testing (t-test) is to check the effect of operator calibration quality to the measurement result. The result is shown in Figure 10.

According to the results of statistical test conducted by Minitab software, p-value is 0.000. P-value is the probability of wrong judgment that the null hypothesis is not true. Since p-value is 0.000 or less than 0.05, null hypothesis can be rejected. It can be said that both operator calibrations are different quality so they effected
measurement result, however technically their measurement results are within range of ISO 8512-2 specification.

The measurement procedure has been reviewed. Refer to this review that both operator calibrations have different deflection value, it looks at the first step measurement. The deflection value at the first step measurement of operator calibration A was 106.26 µm, while the operator calibration B was 49.76 µm. It might cause the discrepancy value of surface flatness. In order to reduce discrepancy due to deflection value, setup measurement system with deflection value at the first step measurement should be less than 50 µm.

4.2 Uncertainty Evaluation

Mathematical models of this proposed method is formulated by equation (1). Therefore, the uncertainty formula of this proposed method can be expressed by:

$$u(\delta_i) = \sqrt{u^2(h_i) + \sum u^2(Y_{slope})}$$ ................................ (4)

If assumed that the value of standard uncertainty to all height reading ($h_i$) is expressed by $u(h_i)$, it means that:

$$u(\delta_i) = \sqrt{\sum u^2(h_i) + u^2(Y_{slope})}$$ ................................ (5)

If a plane has number of ($L$×$W$) measurement step, with $L$ is number of measurement step on length direction and $W$ is number of measurement step on width direction, then the furthest point from point (0.0) is located ($L$+$W$)×measuring step length from the origin point. It means that the largest uncertainty of $\delta_{1,w}$ is

$$u_i(\delta_{1,w}) = \sqrt{(L+W) \times u^2(h) + u^2(Y_{slope})}$$

$$u_i^2(\delta_{1,w}) = \left[ (L+W) \times \left(u^2(h_1) + u^2(h_2) + \ldots + u^2(h_n) \right) \right] + u^2(Y_{slope})$$ ................................ (6)

with:

- $u_i(\delta_{1,w})$ is combined uncertainty
- $u(h_i)$ is repeatability
- $u(h_i)$ is uncertainty from readability of the mechanical probe
- $u(h_i)$ is uncertainty from calibration of the mechanical probe
- $u(h_i)$ is uncertainty from readability of the universal measuring machine
- $u(h_i)$ is uncertainty from calibration of the universal measuring machine
- $u(h_i)$ is uncertainty from cosine error
- $u(Y_{scope})$ is uncertainty from compensation error due to linear regression.

The table of measurement uncertainty budget of this proposed method is shown in Table 1.
5. CONCLUSION

Analysis and discussion about proposed method to evaluate the topography of narrow surface plate by mechanical probe and universal measuring machine were done. Technically this proposed method can be expected to evaluate the topography of narrow surface plate due to the measurement results are within range of ISO 8512-2 specification. However, this method still needs to compare to the other methods to validate the measurement procedure.

In order to reduce discrepancy of measurement result, setup measurement system with deflection value at the first step measurement should be less than 50 µm. The prominent uncertainty of surface flatness measurement using this proposed method is derived from compensation error due to linear regression and calibration of the universal measuring machine, i.e. 43% and 39%. Meanwhile, the influence of other sources of uncertainties, such as repeatability, readability of the mechanical probe, etc. had less significant effect. Using this proposed method, the expanded uncertainty of 11 µm was obtained from calibration of narrow surface plate.
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